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Abstract
Background and Purpose
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has in recent years emerged as an imaging modality to drive precise
contouring of targets and organs at risk in external beam radiation therapy. Moreover, recent advances
in MRI enable treatment of cancer without computed tomography (CT) simulation. A commercially
available MR‐only solution, MRCAT, offers a single‐modality approach that provides density information
for dose calculation and generation of positioning reference images. We evaluated the accuracy of
patient positioning based on MRCAT digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) by comparing to
standard CT based workflow.

Materials and Methods
Twenty consecutive prostate cancer patients being treated with external beam radiation therapy (EBRT)
were included in the study. DRRs were generated for each patient based on the planning CT and MRCAT.
The accuracy assessment was performed by manually registering the DRR images to planar kV setup
images using bony landmarks. A Bayesian linear mixed effects model (LME) was used to separate
systematic and random components (inter‐ and intra‐observer variation) in the assessment. In addition,
method agreement was assessed using a Bland–Altman analysis.

Results
The systematic difference between MRCAT and CT based patient positioning, averaged over the study
population, were found to be (mean [95% CI]) ‐0.49 [‐0.85 – ‐0.13] mm, 0.11 [‐0.33 – +0.57] mm and ‐
0.05 [‐0.23 – +0.36] mm in vertical, longitudinal and lateral directions, respectively. The increases in
total random uncertainty were estimated to be below 0.5 mm for all directions, when using MR‐only
workflow instead of CT.

Conclusions
The MRCAT pseudo‐CT method provides clinically acceptable accuracy and precision for patient
positioning for pelvic radiation therapy based on planar DRR images. Furthermore, due to the reduction
of geometric uncertainty, compared to dual‐modality workflow, the approach is likely to improve the
total geometric accuracy of pelvic radiation therapy.
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Introduction
In contemporary external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) of prostate cancer, computed tomography (CT)
is the primary imaging modality providing anatomical and tissue density information. Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is widely used as a supplement to CT in EBRT of prostate cancer. The major
advantages of MRI over CT are superior contrast‐to‐noise ration and better soft tissue differentiation
resulting decreased contouring variability for prostate [1] and reduced organs at risk (OAR) dose [2].
Additional benefits include lack of ionizing radiation and versatility of existing MR imaging methods.
Major drawback of multi modal imaging in radiation therapy (RT) is the registration error introduced
when images from two or more imaging modalities are registered [3]. Recent advances in usage of MR
in RT promise to eliminate the registration error completely by using only MR images for EBRT planning
of prostate cancer [4]–[7]. In the MR‐only approach a so called pseudo‐CT is obtained based on
information available in the MR image. The pseudo‐CT is then used to replace the CT image for both
dose calculation and generation of digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs). Generation of DRRs based
on MR images will be required if the patient alignment prior to treatment delivery must be verified by
on‐board planar X‐ray imaging [8].
Numerous studies have been published recently that report adequate dose calculation accuracy with
different MR‐only strategies [9]. The focus in MR‐only publications has been in dosimetric accuracy and,
albeit equally important for total accuracy and treatment outcome, less attention has been paid to
complete workflow and geometric accuracy of suggested methods. Prior work has demonstrated that
manually delineated pelvic bones can provide sufficient accuracy for patient positioning based on DRR
images using bulk assignment of HU values for bones in an MR‐only workflow [10], [11]. However,
feasibility of positioning methods for image guided radiation therapy (IGRT) may be very sensitive to
differing number of density values used for modeling of bones, segmentation accuracy of bones and
geometric accuracy of the chosen methods in general. Thus, the published results may not be
generalizable to methods that use automated delineation of bones. Feasibility of such pseudo‐CT
method should be verified independently by realistic use of the images where a human observer
registers the DRR images to kV‐radiographs.
This study compares MRCAT and CT based DRRs in IGRT for positioning of patients for determining the
treatment isocenter locations for daily treatments. The quantitative assessment of suitability of an
MRCAT DRR for this purpose is done by simulating the standard clinical workflow of registering DRRs
and planar radiographs manually. Planar radiographs (kV‐images) taken before the treatment are
registered with the MRCAT images and the registration results are compared with those obtained by
using the CT‐based DRRs. To authors knowledge, a thorough method comparison study has not been
conducted to assess the sources of difference between CT and pseudo‐CT based DRR patient
positioning. For the first time, we analyze the impact to both systematic and random errors. Based on
the impact to the required clinical target volume (CTV) margin, we derive an acceptance criterion for the
use of pseudo‐CT based DRRs.
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Methods
Study design and image acquisition
The study cohort consists of 20 prostate cancer patients treated with external beam radiotherapy in the
Docrates Cancer Center, Helsinki Finland. Patients were treated according to Docrates’ clinical protocol
for prostate cancer patients that is based on pelvic CT simulation and additional MR images that are
registered with the planning CT for target and OAR contouring. In this study, secondary MR image set
was taken that allowed retrospective comparison between CT and MR‐based digitally reconstructed
radiographs (DRRs). Thus, the treatment of the patients was not affected due to the study. The study
protocol was approved by the Helsinki University Hospital Coordinating Ethics Committee.
Planning CT images were acquired using Siemens Sensation Open scanner with minimum of 40 cm FH
coverage, 2 mm slices, 1 mm x 1 mm in‐plane resolution, 120 kV tube voltage, mA modulation (Quality
ref. mAs (CareDose) 190 mAs) and B31s reconstruction kernel. MR Images were acquired using Ingenia
1.5 T (n=8) or 3.0 T (n=12) scanners (software version 5.1.7 (n=11), 5.2 (2 cases) or 5.3 (n=7)) (Philips
Medical Systems, B.V., Best, Netherlands). For all patients an axial 3D mDIXON sequence (T1‐weighted,
resolution 1.04 x 1.04 x 2.50 mm3) covering full body contour in axial plane was taken and used for
automatic generation of the MRCAT image. The scan protocol for MRCAT was fixed and specified by the
manufacturer [12]. Full details of the sequence parameters are given in Appendix B. MR imaging time
was below 200 seconds for all patients. Patients were immobilized similarly during the CT and MR
simulation imaging. In the MR scan, patients were in supine position on a flat table and the anterior MR‐
coil was placed above the imaging volume using a coil holder provided by the manufacturer.
The kV positioning images were taken with an OBI system (On‐Board Imager, Varian Medical Systems,
Palo Alto, USA) integrated to a linear accelerator. Two orthogonal projections (AP or PA and LR or RL)
were obtained for all patients (pixel‐size: 0,388 x 0,388 mm2, FOV: 30 x 40 cm2).

MRCAT pseudo‐CT generation
For pseudo‐CT images, a commercially available MRCAT product, integrated with MR scanner software,
was used to generate the images. In the MRCAT generating algorithm, CT‐like density maps are
generated fully automatically from an mDIXON image [12].
Bone structures in MRCAT are automatically segmented inside the body using the multiple contrasts
provided by the mDIXON scan. Both the bone and outline segmentation employ a model‐based
segmentation approach trained on patient and volunteer mDIXON image datasets. The model contains
information of average bone shape and how the shape varies in the training population. The model is
adapted to an actual patient image using features (such as gray value edges) found within the image,
while at the same time, a constraint for the shape of the segmented structure prevents the
segmentation from being attracted to a wrong position [13].
Voxels inside the bone segmentation are assumed to contain either compact or spongy bone. An
intensity threshold is used; lower intensities are considered to consist of compact bone, while voxels
with higher intensity are assumed to contain spongy bone. The choice of the threshold value has been
selected so that average bone density match with CT on population level.
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Treatment planning
RT plans were created based on the simulation CTs according to the Docrates Cancer Center clinical
practice. To study the DRRs generated from MRCAT, the structure sets and plans were copied from the
original CT to rigidly registered MRCAT image and, thus, the isocenter position was the same, (within
accuracy of the registration) in both plans. Pinnacle (Philips Healthcare, version 9.10) treatment
planning system (TPS) was used for generating the digitally reconstructed radiographs (see Figure 1 for
an example of CT and MRCAT DRRs used in the study).

Figure 1: Example of CT (left column) and MRCAT DRR for anterior‐posterior (bottom row) and left‐right projections calculated
in Pinnacle 9.10 treatment planning system (TPS). HU density table is modified to filter out soft tissue contribution.

Evaluation
Five observers (4 radiographers and one physicist) registered the CT‐ and MRCAT‐based digitally
reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) to daily localization radiographs (kV‐setup images). Registration was
fully manual as is the most common clinical workflow at the site. Each image pair was evaluated three
times by the same observer to obtain repeated measurements enabling the assessment of
measurement quality in terms of inter‐ and intra‐observer variability. In total, 300 (5 observers, 20
patients, 3 repetition) registration were performed per method.
Dedicated software was used for manual registration that was implemented using a commercial
software package (MATLAB® 8.4.0.150421 (R2014b), The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 2014). The
registration tool recorded the couch shifts for the longitudinal (SI), lateral (LR) and vertical (AP)
directions based on the registration of the images by an expert observer. The images were shown to the
observers in a random order without revealing whether the DRR originated from an MRCAT or a CT
image. The registration software is available as precompiled Matlab program as Supplementary Data
and the source code to academic users upon email request from the authors.
To obtain a reference for the manual registrations, a registration between CT and MRCAT must be
defined. Therefore, the mDIXON source scan was rigidly registered to the planning CT image and this
transformation is then used as the MRCAT to CT reference registration. The registration shall eliminate
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minor orientation and translational difference between scans. See Figure 2 for an illustration of the
registrations that were performed and evaluated in this study.

Bland Altman plots
Bland Altman plots for repeated measurements were used for visual assessment of method differences.
Limits of agreement (LoA) were adjusted for repeated measurements as suggested by Bland and Altman
[14]. Measurements from multiple observers were not separated in the calculation of LoAs.

R1

R2

R3

Figure 2: Illustration of registrations used in the study: MRCAT MR‐source mDIXON images were rigidly registered to the
simulation CT using bones making the reference registration (R1) for the comparison of manual 2D registrations between
MRCAT DRRs (R3) and CT DRRs (R2) to the kV radiographs.

Linear Mixed Effects Model
The following mixed‐effects model was used for evaluation of systematic difference and comparison of
accuracy and reliability of the two methods:

𝑦







𝜇

𝑎

𝑎𝑏

𝜀

𝑖 ∈ 1,2, … ,20 is the patient index
𝑗 ∈ 1,2, … ,5 is the observer index
𝑘 ∈ 1,2, … ,3 is the 𝑘th measurement made by an observer on a certain patient
𝑦 is the observed couch shift for patient 𝑖, observer j and measurement 𝑘
𝜇 is the fixed effect population mean for the required couch‐shifts
𝑎 ~𝑁 0, 𝜎 is a patient level random effect that denotes the true deviation from μ for the 𝑖th
patient
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𝑎𝑏 ~𝑁 0, 𝜎
is a random effect describing the bias of the 𝑗th reader when measuring the
couch‐shift for the 𝑖th patient. 𝜎 is the inter‐observer repeatability, attributed to the standard
deviation of the bias terms amongst all observers
𝜀 ~𝑁 0, 𝜎 is a random error made by the readers when making their 𝑘th measurement of
the couch‐shift for the 𝑖th patient. Intra‐observer repeatability is identified as the standard
deviation parameter 𝜎 .



Stan statistical computing language with R implementation was used to fit the LME model to the
measured data and to estimate the parameters of interest [15]. Full details of the statistical methods
used in this manuscript together with R and RStan source code are given in the Appendix. Similar LME
model has been used for an IGRT method comparison study by Roy et al. [16].

Assessment of impact to total geometric deviation
Geometric accuracy of image guidance in radiation therapy directly affects required treatment margins
and outcomes. Depending on whether a source of error is introduced in the planning phase or randomly
during each fraction, the contribution to total uncertainty is either systematic or random [17]. Similarly,
introduction of MRCAT reference image in RT can introduce both systematic and random error
compared to CT‐based workflow (see Table 1). Systematic and random errors were analysed separately
since their contribution to total uncertainty is different [17].
Table 1: Grouping the method comparison disagreement to systematic and random components:
Difference component

∆𝜇

∆𝑎 (𝜎∆ )

𝜎

𝜎

.

and 𝜎

.

and 𝜎

.

.

Explanation

Origin of difference

Contribution to MRCAT
registration error

Systematic difference in the
population mean over all
registrations of the two
methods

Systematic difference between
MRCAT and CT bone structures
for the cohort of patients or
systematic error in MR‐to‐CT
reference registration

Systematic difference between
MRCAT and CT bone structures
results into systematic
geometric deviation for the
whole population in RT
workflow.

Difference in patient mean
between CT and MRCAT based
registration. SD of
∆𝑎 is denoted as 𝜎∆ .

Difference between MRCAT and
CT bone structures varying from
patient to patient or random
error in MR‐to‐CT reference
registration

Random difference between
MRCAT and CT bone structures
results to systematic geometric
error in RT workflow for a
patient and random error for a
population.

The inter‐observer repeatability
(variability) for CT and MRCAT
DRR registrations

Difference in the bone
representation of CT and
MRCAT might cause changes to
inter‐observer variability
reflected by 𝜎

Increased inter‐observer
variability would cause an
increase of random error in RT
workflow.

The repeatability (intra‐observer
variability) of registration in
each method

Difference in the bone
representation of CT and
MRCAT might cause changes to
inter‐observer variability
reflected by 𝜎

Increased intra‐observer
variability would cause an
increase of random error in RT
workflow.

To assess the differences in the systematic and random uncertainties between the two methods, the
following derived metrics were used:
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∆
∆𝜎

𝜎

.

|∆𝜇|
𝜎

𝜎∆
𝜎

.

.

𝜎

.

,

where ∆ is a random variable describing the systematic uncertainty and difference in registrations. It
consists of the difference in population mean ∆𝜇 and standard deviation of difference in patient
registrations, ∆𝑎
𝑎
𝑎 , denoted as 𝜎∆ . Furthermore, ∆𝜎
is a random variable
describing the difference in random registration error between the two methods consisting of both
inter‐ and intra‐observer variability.
To assess that a MR‐only solution will improve the total geometric accuracy of RT workflow, the increase
in registration uncertainty must be weighed against the reduction of the registration uncertainty present
in a dual modality workflow. In RT, uncertainties can be linked directly to the required PTV margins and
assessment of method agreement should reflect the impact to total uncertainty of compared workflows.
As proposed by van Herk et. al. [16,17], the sufficient clinical target volume (CTV) to planning target
volume (PTV) margin can be expressed as:

𝑚

2.5Σ

0.7𝜎

where Σ (here ∆ ) is the systematic and 𝜎 (∆𝜎
in this study) is the random spatial uncertainty.
We use this weighting of the two error components in the assessment of significance of the difference
between CT and MRCAT registrations. Consequently, for MRCAT based workflow to be as good as or
better than CT based workflow, the following condition must be met for all three directions:

Pr 𝑚

𝑚

0

0.95

That is, the probability that the required PTV margin in MR‐only workflow is smaller than in the dual
modality workflow is larger than 95 %.
An estimate for registration error of 2 mm from literature was used is our assessment [18]. In addition,
we calculate an estimate of registration error for which there is 95% probability that required margin in
MR‐only workflow is smaller.

Results
Bland Altman plots
The mean difference between the methods [±95% limits of agreement (LoA)] were ‐0.5 [‐3.2 – +2.3] mm,
+0.1[‐2.4 – +2.6] mm and +0.1[‐1.6 – +1.7] for vertical, longitudinal and lateral directions, respectively
(see Figure 3). The repeatability coefficients were (CT vs. MRCAT) 2.1 mm vs. 2.6 mm, 1.4 mm vs. 2.1
mm and 1.2 mm vs. 1.4 mm for vertical, longitudinal and lateral directions.
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Figure 3: Bland Altman plot for vertical, longitudinal and lateral direction with limits of agreement (LoA) and mean difference.
Obs1‐5 show the registration differences between methods per observer.

Systematic differences
No difference in population mean ∆μ between CT and MRCAT based positioning were observed in
lateral or longitudinal directions (see Figure 4, P ∆μ 0 =0.34). However, for vertical direction a
statistically significant offset of (mean [95% CI]) ‐0.49 [‐0.85 – ‐0.13] mm was detected (P ∆μ 0 >0.99).
The standard deviation of patient offsets 𝜎∆ was 0.29 [0.21 – 0.36] mm, 0.50 [0.40 – 0.63] mm and 0.63
[0.48 – 0.76] mm lateral, longitudinal and vertical directions.

Figure 4: Systematic difference between CT and MRCAT‐based DRR registrations to kV‐images for VRT (dash‐dotted), LAT (solid) and
LNG (dashed) directions with mean (vertical bar) and 95% credible interval (horizontal bar). Left: difference of population means 𝛥𝜇.
Right: standard deviation of patient offset 𝜎 .

Random setup errors
Inter‐observer variation was not significantly different between CT and MRCAT based DRR to kV‐image
registrations in longitudinal (P 𝜎 ,𝑀𝑅𝐶𝐴𝑇 𝜎 ,
0.58) or lateral (P 𝜎 ,𝑀𝑅𝐶𝐴𝑇 𝜎 ,
0.52) directions.
However, the largest difference was observed in vertical direction being statistically significant
9

(P 𝜎 ,𝑀𝑅𝐶𝐴𝑇 𝜎 ,
0.99) whereas smaller deviation was measured in longitudinal direction (see Figure
5). In lateral direction, inter‐observer was smallest and almost identical between the two methods.
A statistically significant difference was observed in intra‐observer variability between CT and MRCAT
based DRR to kV‐image registrations in vertical, longitudinal and lateral directions (see Figure 5,
P 𝜎 ,𝑀𝑅𝐶𝐴𝑇 𝜎 ,
0.99). The largest difference between methods was observed in longitudinal direction
and smallest in lateral direction.

Figure 5: Posterior distribution of intra‐ (to row) and inter‐observer (bottom row) variability in vertical (left), longitudinal (middle)
and lateral (right) directions for CT (solid) and MRCAT (dashed) DRR to kV‐radiograph registrations. Horizontal bars indicate 95%
credible intervals [95% CI] and vertical bars show the maximum a posteriori (MAP) point of the distribution.

Effect on total uncertainty and on required PTV margin
The estimate of the parameter describing the systematic difference between MRCAT and CT based DRR‐
to‐kV registrations, ∆ , was (Maximum a Posteriori, MAP [95% CI]) 1.04[0.65 – 1.50] mm, 0.93 [0.65 –
1.44] mm, and 0.58 [0.44 – 0.91] mm in vertical, longitudinal and lateral directions (see Figure 6). The
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increases in total random uncertainty were estimated to be below 0.5 mm for all directions being (MAP
[95% CI]) 0.31 [0.15 – 0.48] mm, 0.24 [0.12 – 0.40] mm and 0.06 [‐0.00 – 0.15] mm for vertical,
longitudinal and lateral directions.
When registration errors were larger than 1.7 mm, 1.5 mm, and 1.1 mm in vertical, longitudinal and
lateral directions, statistically significantly smaller CTV to PTV margin was needed in MR‐only workflow.

Figure 6: Effect on total systematic (left) and random (middle) geometric uncertainty and probability of reduced required CTV to PTV
margin for MRCAT compared to CT workflow (right) for VRT (dash‐dotted), LAT (solid) and LNG (dashed) directions with MAP (vertical
bar) with 95% credible interval (horizontal bar). On right, above points where probability is larger than 95%, required margin for
MRCAT is statistically significantly lower. Circular marks indicate the points where probability was evaluated.

Discussion
New pseudo‐CT methods are increasingly introduced in the field [9]. It is essential to note that
assessment of the impact of using such methods to total geometric accuracy is as important as
dosimetric accuracy. Currently, assessments of dosimetric accuracy outnumbers assessments of impact
to other areas of uncertainty in RT. Thus, studies and methods assessing overall impact of pseudo‐CTs
beyond dose accuracy are needed.
In this study, we measured both accuracy and precision of MRCAT DRR to planar kV‐image registration
for IGRT of pelvic EBRT. According to the results, average positioning differences were ‐0.5 mm, 0.1 mm
and ‐0.1 mm in vertical, longitudinal and lateral directions, respectively. These figures are similar to
what has been reported for DRR to kV registrations for pseudo‐CTs based on manually contoured bone
segmentations in a similar measurement setup [11]. Namely, the authors reported average positioning
differences (+/‐ SD) of ‐0.3 +/‐ 1.0 mm, 0.2 +/‐ 0.9 mm and 0.1 +/‐ 0.5 mm for vertical, longitudinal, and
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lateral, directions. Prior MRCAT DRR evaluation by Tyagi studied the quality of DRRs using a non‐clinical
workflow of automatically registering CT and MRCAT DRRs with an algorithm. The average match for all
the patients was 0.3 ± 0.4 mm, 0.03 ± 0.6 and 0.5 ± 0.8 mm in lateral, vertical and longitudinal direction
respectively. Unfortunately, their results can’t be compared to our manual DRR to kV‐image registration
study since the figures by Tyagi et al. don’t contain the uncertainty resulting from DRR to kV‐image
registration nor observer variation and, consequently, is not estimate of clinical performance of the
method.
Alternative methods for assessment of DRR feasibility have also been reported. Unlike in our study, Kim
et al. [7] used a bounding box width difference for assessment of geometric accuracy of their pseudo‐CT
method giving 0.4 +/‐ 1.7 mm and ‐0.6 +/‐ 1.0 mm AP and RL DRRs, respectively. Furthermore, Chen et
al. used a set of eight measurement points defined in both CT and manually segmented pseudo‐CT to
assess the feasibility of calculated DRRs for IMRT treatment of prostate carcinoma. The maximum
difference for a point location between pseudo‐CT and CT was 1.3 +/‐ 1.6 mm when averaged over the
study population. However, either Kim or Chen et al. do not report performance metrics measured
based on image registrations. In addition, several authors [7], [11] have reported image similarity scores
between pseudo‐CT and planning CT DRR. Unfortunately, the similarity metrics have a disadvantage of
not measuring positioning accuracy or precision achievable with the investigated method. Furthermore,
when using similarity scores, it’s difficult to assess the impact to total geometric accuracy and
acceptance criteria may not be defined.
Measured difference between registrations in CT and MRCAT based workflow include both true
difference and measurement noise. The measurement noise stems mainly from two sources. First,
registrations between CT and kV‐radiographs are affected by uncertainties stemming from the ∼1 mm‐
pixel sizes and the ∼2 mm‐slice thickness in the reference images contributing to errors in calculated
DRRs [20]. Second, the residual errors from planning CT to mDixon source image registrations are
contributing to the systematic offsets for each patient. In this study patient positioning uncertainties
with MRI‐based reference images were analyzed by assuming that the registrations between MRCAT
and CT can be regarded as an error free reference for correct patient position. Since such baseline
assignment is not truly error free and CT based registration is affected by uncertainties, it is likely that
the actual registration uncertainty with MRI‐ based DRR is smaller than reported in this study.
Particularly, when considering the significance of the observed small systematic differences one needs
to acknowledge that due to chosen study design these differences can result from MRCAT properties or
from the registration uncertainties in the MR to CT reference registration (R1). To our knowledge, there
is no simple direct method to measure the performance of MRCAT DRRs for patient position verification
purposes using human observers. Thus, our method was to compare to the “gold standard” CT‐based
workflow.
Unlike the systematic differences, inter‐ and intra‐observer variability are not affected by the
uncertainties of the reference registration. Thus, they can be used for measuring the random positioning
error independently for both MRCAT and CT‐based DRRs. More importantly, in any method comparison
study, simultaneous estimation of repeatability, through repeated measurements of identical
conditions, and agreement are necessary in order to analyze the origin of discrepancies between
methods [21]. No prior studies assess intra‐observer variation in image guided patient positioning
workflow for prostate cancer patients.
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Based on obtained registrations, the inter‐observer variability was not significantly different in
longitudinal or lateral directions but was slightly increased compared to CT in vertical direction. The
increase might be due to degraded visibility of the anterior outline of the pubic bone in the MRCAT
DRRs. Intra‐observer variability was significantly larger for MRCAT DRRs than CT DRRs in vertical and
longitudinal directions. However, the total increase in random registration error was below 0.5 mm for
all directions and can be considered insignificant in the context of total geometric uncertainties for
pelvic RT.
Based on the results, given that there is an uncertainty associated with CT‐to‐MR registration larger than
1.7 mm, 1.5 mm, and 1.1 mm in vertical, longitudinal and lateral direction, it’s likely that use of MR‐only
has a positive effect to the total geometric accuracy. In the literature uncertainties of 2 mm have been
reported for prostate RT [18]. Thus, we conclude that in terms of total geometric accuracy benefits of
using MRCAT likely outweigh the small increase in MRCAT DRR‐based positioning uncertainty. However,
as registration errors were not quantitated in this cohort of patients, further research is needed to
confirm our findings.
An important patient positioning workflow for EBRT of prostate cancer is based on implantable fiducials
[22]. The workflow is also feasible with MRCAT [19] since most of the fiducials are accurately localized in
MR images [22]–[24] and their contours on DRR images can be used for target position verification and
the clinical workflow is feasible [19], [23]. However, automatic and robust detection of fiducial markers
from MR‐images remains a challenge and is a subject of active research [25]–[28].
The study population consisted of only prostate cancer patients. For other indications in the pelvis,
including also female patients, we have demonstrated the feasibility of MRCAT generation, geometric
accuracy and dose accuracy, in an earlier study [29]. Thus, the results obtained in this study are
considered applicable for pelvic anatomy in general. However, further studies are needed to verify the
findings and assess robustness of MRCAT for female population.
Currently, contraindications for the use of MRCAT are metal in the imaging volume, such as a metal
prosthesis in the hip region, bone anomalies or bone disease in the pelvic area and body diameter in the
pelvic area exceeding 50 cm in AP direction. The risk of using contraindicated MRCAT images for RT is
mitigated by implementing a safety check in the MRCAT algorithm that prevents the reconstruction of
the pseudo‐CT in case of atypical bony anatomy or presence of hip implants, for example. Use of MRCAT
DRRs for contraindicated patients is beyond the scope of this article and requires further studies.
Use of volumetric positioning image (kV CBCT) is becoming more common due to improved visualization
of the daily variation in the anatomy [30]. For prostate, MRCAT could be used also with CBCT‐based
position verification utilizing implantable fiducial’s for registration to daily CBCT [19]. In general,
however, soft‐tissue based registration between daily CBCT and MRCAT for position verification needs
to be investigated in subsequent studies since MRCAT, with only two soft‐tissue density values, might
not be robustly registered to a CBCT image.
This study advances research and supports future clinical implementation of MRI‐only IGRT by
presenting a Bayesian linear mixed effects model (LME) method comparison approach for assessing
accuracy and precision of patient positioning. Our analysis method is available, uses widely used open
source software and could be easily utilized for assessment of other anatomies or methods. Particularly,
we used the LME to compare MRCAT pseudo‐CT method to a CT‐based workflow and demonstrated the
feasibility of the method for kV planar imaging IGRT for pelvic anatomy.
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Conclusions
The MRCAT pseudo‐CT method provides clinically acceptable accuracy and precision for patient
positioning for pelvic radiation therapy based on planar DRR images. Use of MRCAT method is
associated with a small increase in precision and small systematic difference compared to CT. However,
when the slight increase in uncertainty is compared to the uncertainty in CT‐to‐MR registration in dual
modality workflow, MRCAT can be considered more accurate in terms of total accuracy when
registration errors are larger than 1.7 mm, 1.5 mm, and 1.1 mm in vertical, longitudinal and lateral
directions.
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